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We will say it is contrary to God's usual practice. He ddˆes not ordinarily

give precise names. He does not ordinarily go into so much detail. But can

He not if He chooses, and does He not, sometimes do it? Well, the third view,

then. Young constantly speaks of as the dispensational view. I was at a

meeting with a group of fellows one time a few years ago. Some of these were

colleagues of mine on the faculty, and they were talkir about the Independent

Board, and they felt that it was a very bad board. At that time some of their

people were members of the I.B.P.F.M. And one of them said, That's a very

bad board. It has got of premillennialists and alot of dispensationalists on

it. And he went through the list, and he named who were the prmillennialists

and who were the dispensationalists. And when he got thru I cam to this con

clusions that what he meant by premils was anyone who believes in the premil.

f return of Christ. But that what he meant by a dispensationalist was anybody

who believed in the premil. return of Christ with sufficient intensity to be

willing to do anything about it. That was the distinction that he made. There

were differences of viewpoint among some of these people, but there was no

other basis on which he divided them. You couldn't draw a line, and say, those

he says are dispensationa1ists and those who aren't differ' in view. Because

they were people who would differ far more within each category he would make,

than between either. nd there were people identical in view he put in both

categories. But that was the difference. There were some who felt that the

premil. return of Christ was a vital thing we should stand on, and there were

others who believed in it, but if pepple donñt want us to say anything about

it, all right, let's forget it. I don't know as they go quite that far, but

I mean, you could hope they go wt that far ...9... But that was the way

he used the word. Persoanlly, I wish the word, "dispensationalist with an

istl on the end had never been invented. Because it is one of the few

words that I know of that are used in sop many different sxix senses that it

generates more heat than light. I know many people who feel that if you are

not a dispensationalist you are absoljGly no goo, and I know many people

who feel that if you are a dispensationalist you are absolutely beneath
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